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COAL HEADWEAR
IS CRAFTED FOR
ADVENTURE SEEKERS.

Spot a person wearing a threadbare Coal hat and chances are, they’ll recall the exact
moment they got it and can easily recount the many memories they’ve made while
wearing it. Since 2002, we’ve been designing headwear to accompany style-conscious
athletes, adventurers, creatives, and tastemakers on endeavors that span the globe.
Our people aren’t the type to take their passions or their style lightly. Neither are we.
That’s why we pour every ounce of our creative energy into each piece that gets the
Coal label. Every Coal hat is built on the foundation of fit, fashion, and function. We’ve
got you covered for wherever your next adventure takes you.

History
Coal set out in 2002 to redefine what a headwear brand could be. With a vision for a
line of high-quality, beautifully functional headwear intended for—and inspired by—our
friends and families, we blazed trail through an industry that dismissed headwear as an
afterthought accessory. What started as a humble side hustle drawing from deep
roots in art, skate, and snowboard culture, has evolved into a respected lifestyle
brand with global reach.

FALL & WINTER 2019 COLLECTIONS

Since the beginning, we’ve remained true to that original vision while discovering exciting
new sources of design inspiration, evolving our product offering, and growing our Coal
tribe. We’re proud that original Coal styles have had an outsized influence on headwear
trends in outdoor fashion. All these years later, we’re still doing what we love, continuing
to introduce design, materials, and craftsmanship innovations to excite an ever-growing
community of loyal fans. From the beginning, the Coal tradition has always been about
evolution. We’re honored to keep carrying the torch and forging connections with
adventurers around the globe.
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THE NAVIGATOR
In 2002, Coal harnessed the spirit of adventure and turned it into a collection of stylish and
hardworking headwear. Along the way we found success through growing a passionate and loyal
community of style-forward riders and adventure seekers. Now, 17 years on, we step back and
examine the iconic Coal wordmark that’s accompanied us all along. To us, it represents nearly two
decades of stories, successes, failures, style trends, personalities, and relationships. As Coal has
matured into a respected global outdoor brand, we’ve come to realize our need for a powerful piece
of visual identity—a symbol—that reflects all that this brand has become and all that we’re
committed to achieving for the next 17 years and beyond.
In developing a new icon we knew it needed to represent and communicate certain core values
and attributes that make Coal, well, Coal: celebrating our snowsports heritage; embracing our inner
adventure seeker; reflecting a purposeful, forward trajectory that’s always in the direction of the
next Peak Moment. We’d need to turn these nebulous, even disparate, concepts and words into
impactful visual symbolism—a special kind of alchemy at which few people truly excel. Our next
logical step became immediately obvious: we’d need to bring in The Boss, the man behind
the original Coal wordmark—graphic design legend Aaron Draplin.
Together with Draplin, we dove deep into the themes that have stitched our brand together since
2002. Through the countless late nights, coffee-stained notes, and passionate debates, hundreds of
amazing logo concepts and variations were born. Then something bigger began to emerge—a shape
that immediately felt to us new and innovative, yet at the same time, classic, like an old friend; a
versatile shape that was strong enough to stand on its own, yet flexible enough to share space with
others; and most importantly, a shape that’s worthy enough of companionship alongside the legendary
Coal wordmark. When at long last our new icon came to fruition, we gave it a name: The Navigator.
We’re proud to introduce The Navigator, a Coal identifier which you will see throughout this book
and throughout our new collection. This icon symbolizes a new chapter in the Coal saga and
will leave no doubt that the adventure seeker whose headwear is emblazoned with it is
heading in the right direction.
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When the summer sky holds light until 10PM, indulging in those bottomless
summer days is elevated to an artform—we embrace the season’s bounty and
milk it for all it’s worth. But with the first hints of autumn comes the call from
within to re-establish our roots in the spaces we call home. It’s a funny thing,
though, the concept of ‘home.’ Most find it within the comforts of familiar interiors, but more adventurous souls discover it in a feeling that transcends the
confines of built spaces. These are our people.
We followed four such people on an autumn journey to Vancouver Island, a
landscape defined by the interface of turbulent seas and glaciated peaks, where
water—in all its forms—is a constant influence on life and lifestyle. Our crew
ventured out, seeking to experience the best that the island and the season had
to offer: the solitude of verdant old-growth forests, the warmth and grit of talented locals, the predictable unpredictability of the sea and surf, and the healing
waters of a geothermal paradise. Amidst all this exploration and discovery, the
feeling of ‘home’ emerged and enveloped us like a wave. From the painstaking
process of hand-carving an ancient cedar into a canoe that can float a family, to
the hand-forging of glowing-hot metals into a precision blade for bushwhacking
through the dense rainforest understory, we realized that deep connections—
and with them, that familiar, grounded feeling of ‘home’—are really born from a
place’s ability to inspire.
In our newest Fall & Winter Collection you can discover our obsession with these
ideas and how we express them by way of our own craft. We’re proud to show
you what we’ve been working on, and we’re sure that when you find the right
Coal piece to complement your lifestyle or complete your look, you’ll understand
what ‘home’ means to us.
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NEW

NEW Black

• Roomy.
• Full canvas panels.
• Lightweight foam in front.
• Detailed woven patch.
• Curved brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Olive

The Wilderness

Roomy

Caps
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The Bend

NEW Grey

• Roomy.
• Full corduroy panels.
• Foam front.
• Intricately illustrated embroideries.
• Printed lining inside
• Flat brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

Roomy

NEW
Burgundy (Owl)

Black (Fish)

The Wilds

NEW
Light Brown (Duck)

Forest Green (Moose)

• Roomy.
• Trucker.
• Twill front with mesh back.
• Foam front.
• Richly embroidered animals.
• Curved brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton and poly mesh.
• Sold individually by color.

Roomy

NEW
Olive (Buck)
Brown (Cougar)

Navy (Eagle)

Black (Rainbow)
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• Roomy.
• Trucker.
• Twill front with mesh back.
• Beautifully embroidered patch.
• Rich earth tone colors.
• Flat brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton and poly mesh.
• Sold individually by color.

Roomy

Caps
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The Hauler

NEW Charcoal

NEW Mustard

Wine

Navy

Olive

Black

The Rambler

Olive

• Roomy.
• Trucker.
• Twill front with mesh back.
• Intricately embroidered patch.
• Flat brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton and poly mesh.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Charcoal

Roomy

Black
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NEW Light Brown

NEW

• Mid Crown.
• Vintage style.
Mid Crown
• Allover quilted brushed twill.
• Taffeta lined.
• Work wear inspired stamped leather patch.
• Soft fleece earflaps.
• Flat brim.
• Sized: Available in M (57.5cm) and L (60cm)
• Material: Cotton with fleece earflaps.
• Sold individually by color / by size.

NEW Charcoal

The Seeker

NEW
Charcoal

• Mid Crown.
• Athletic style.
• Contrast body and brim.
• Plush micro-suede at brim and button.
• Rich micro-suede embroidered patch.
• Flat brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Acrylic wool or Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

Black

Mid Crown

Camo
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The Cummins

NEW

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Mid Crown.
• Athletic style.
• Intricately woven nautical patch.
• Flat brim.
• Brushed canvas crown, sturdy twill brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW
White

NEW
Light Brown

The Meridian

Charcoal

The Field

NEW Black

Mid Crown

Caps

The Shoal

NEW
Black

• Mid Crown.
• Trucker, but with an athletic twist.
Mid Crown
• Custom laser cut perforations at
sides / back.
• Flat brim with recessed detail. Reduces weight.
• High-density front artwork technique.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Stretch polyester.
• Sold individually by color.

Black

• Mid Crown.
• Vintage style.
Mid Crown
• Soft brushed twill.
• Flat brim.
• Mesh insert in front panel, for shape & vintage vibes.
• Old school puff print technique.
• Fabric strap-back w/ YKK slide adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Navy

NEW Light Brown
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NEW
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• Low Profile.
• Trucker.
Low Profile
• Curved brim.
• Twill body and contrast mesh
sides and back.
• Rich woven patch with embroidered details.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton and poly mesh.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Khaki

NEW Black

The Hauler Low

NEW Charcoal

• Low Profile.
• Trucker.
• Rounded crown.
• Twill front with mesh sides and back.
• Lush embroidered patch.
• Curved brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton and poly mesh.
• Sold individually by color.

Low Profile

NEW
Mustard

NEW
Navy

Black

Wine

Olive

NEW
Charcoal

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
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The Tumalo
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• Low profile.
• Rounded crown
• Twill fabric at all panels.
• Embroidered mythical creatures.
• Curved brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Navy

NEW Olive

The Tracker

Low Profile

NEW Black

• Low Profile.
• 5 Panel.
Low Profile
• Warm flannel lining.
• Stamped leather patch at front.
• Nylon taslan outer with cozy fleece earflaps.
• Sized: Available in M (57.5cm)
and L (60cm)
• Material: Nylon with fleece
and fannel lining.
• Sold individually by color / by size.

The Edison

• Low Profile.
• 5-panel.
Low Profile
• Flat brim.
• Wide herringbone with super wash treatment.
• Subtle embroidery, plus a leather stamp at back.
• Leather strap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Olive

The Treeline

Light Brown

NEW

Inside

• Low Profile.
• Dad Hat.
Low Profile
• Polyester outer body with bold,
high density print.
• Reverses to soft fleece with retro
embroidered art.
• Flexible EVA brim.
• Webbing strap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Stretch polyester & polyester fleece.
• Sold individually by color.

Inside

NEW Olive

The Bridger

NEW Blue

NEW Black

NEW

NEW Navy

NEW Blue

NEW Black

• Low Profile.
• 5 Panel.
Low Profile
• Woven orienteering patch.
• Flexible EVA brim.
• Retro style fleece with color blocked nylon.
• Shock cord & toggle back adjuster / adjustable.
• Material: Polyester blend.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Charcoal

NEW Olive
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Caps

The Lore

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Low Profile.
• Dad Hat.
• Soft twill with heavy wash treatment.
• Expertly applied Leather applique
C with hexagon frame at front.
• Lightweight, curved brim.
• Leather strap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

Burgundy

NEW Navy

The Junior

Black

The Hayes

Low Profile

Forest Green

• Low Profile.
• Vintage style.
• Warm and rich Melton wool body.
• Vintage style contrast under brim.
• Detailed embroidery at front.
• Lightweight, curved brim.
• Leather strap back / adjustable.
• Material: Wool blend.
• Sold individually by color.

Black

NEW

• Low Profile.
• Vintage style.
• Corduroy body with twill under brim.
• Gas station style patch at front.
• Lightweight, slightly curved brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Red

• Low Profile.
• Dad Hat.
• Light weight twill.
• Merit badge style patches.
• Lightweight, curved brim.
• Snap-back / adjustable.
• Material: Cotton.
• Sold individually by color.

Charcoal

NEW Sage

Low Profile

The Earl

Low Profile

NEW Old Gold

NEW Black

The North

• Low Profile.
• Vintage style.
• Warm fleece body with nylon brim.
• Embroidered patch at front.
• Lightweight, curve-able brim.
• Webbing back adjuster / adjustable.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Off White

NEW Black

The Pinnacle

• Specialty fit.
• Soft microfiber body.
• Poly-filled body for warmth.
• Convertible earflaps with Velcro strap.
• Woven mountain patch.
• Flexible EVA brim.
• Shock cord & toggle at back / adjustable.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Navy

Coral

Low Profile

Caps

The Colby

Black

Low Profile

NEW Olive

Charcoal
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Paradise Collection

Paradise Collection
Paradise, WA - the portal to the Mt Rainier backcountry - inspired this
modular collection of lightweight waterproof outerwear designed to excel
on your heaviest backcountry tour, while retaining enough street style to
impress the barista on your way to work.
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NEW

20,000MM WATERPROOF / 15,000GM BREATHABLE + DWR

Coal Sunrise Jacket

• Low Profile.
• 5 panel style.
• 2.5 LAYER infiDRY® 20K Stretch Fabric+DWR
shell fabric body.
• 20,000mm/15,000gm2
• Bonded tape inside seams.
• Knit earflaps in custom marl colors with clip
label at back.
• Beautifully rendered co-branded patch
of Mount Rainier.
• Minimally stitched brim with print at underside.
• Sized: Available in M (57.5cm) and L (60cm)
• Sold individually by color / by size.

NEW Golden Brown

MEN'S Coal Sunrise Shell Jacket
A 2L shell influenced by Pacific Northwest aesthetic and ingrained
with an everyday approach to adventure.
Available Exclusively Through 686

Paradise Collection

The Paradise Cap

20,000MM WATERPROOF / 15,000GM BREATHABLE + DWR

Coal Smarty® 3-in-1
Thermagraph® Vest Bib

NEW Black

The Paradise Beanie

NEW

MEN'S Coal Smarty® 3-in-1 Thermagraph® Vest Bib
An experimental collaborative design that combines the utility of a puffy
approach vest with shell pants. Wear together as bibs or separately to
control temperature, comfort and look.

• Tall.
• Cuffed styling.
• Custom marl colors.
• Beautifully rendered co-branded patch
of Mount Rainier.

Available Exclusively Through 686

NEW
Charcoal Marl

Coal Insulator Jacket
MEN'S Coal Insulator Jacket
Perfect layered beneath a shell or worn on its own, this go-anywhere
work jacket-styled insulator is as multi-purpose as it gets.

NEW
Golden Brown Marl

Available Exclusively Through 686

The Paradise Clava
• Stretch knit merino wool.
• Contoured paneling for excellent fit.
• Moisture wicking.
• Features the co-branded patch of Mount Rainier.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Helmet compatible.

NEW

Amp Merino Mitt

Mountain Mitt

When the conditions get nasty, trust the long gauntlet and
merino wool to keep the heat inside and the cold out.

The perfect all around mitt, tested and approved by
the entire 686 team in and out of bounds.

Available Exclusively Through 686

Available Exclusively Through 686

NEW Orange
NEW Charcoal
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Beanies
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NEW

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Tall.
• Cuffed styling.
• Bold circular patch.
• Variegated rib knit.
• Finely heathered yarn with tweed effect.
• Material: Polyester lambswool blend.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Heather Black

The Burlington

NEW Olive

NEW Sea Blue

NEW

NEW Heather Grey

NEW Olive

• Tall.
• Cuffed styling.
• Twisted with reflective yarn.
• Lights up when exposed to light in the dark.
• Looks like a classic marl under normal light.
• Reflective patch.
• Material: Fine acrylic with reflective twist.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

Beanies

The Oaks

REFLECTIVE YARN

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
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The Uniform
Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Tall.
• Cuffed styling.
• Fine rib knit.
• Array of solids, heathers and marl colors.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW
Red Marl

Royal
Blue Marl

NEW
Burgundy Marl
Beanies

Black Marl

Light
Brown Marl

Hunter
Green Marl

NEW
Dark Green

Light Blue

NEW
Burnt Orange

Dark Olive

Light Brown

Charcoal

Dark
Burgundy Marl

NEW White

Pink

Midnight

Golden Rod

Solid Black

Heather Navy

Heather Grey

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
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You’d be hard pressed to find any modern snowboarder who’s inspired more young
riders’ creativity than Scott Stevens. Innovative is a given. Influential is an understatement.
It’s all about vision and how he sees infinite possibilities in the physical world around him.
How he can turn mundane everyday obstacles into objects of desire, and then with
mind-blowing technicality, allow you to see not only your own world, but also
snowboarding, in a new light too.
Scott’s video parts and DIY edits have paved the way for a unique career in the industry,
and earned him a legion of loyal fans. Shoulder surgery sidelined him for the 2017/18
snow season, he says, “so I decided to pick up my camera full-time and document my
friends and the people I admire, while at the same time, I began digitizing my 8mm, Hi-8,
VHS, and MiniDV tapes from my archives. Now I’m healthy again and ready to film a new
snowboard part, and include archival footage from my past, to make something fun and
challenging—a sort of retrospective of my career.”
All this talk of tech and innovation aside, when it comes to Scott’s beanie of choice, it’s the
classic old-school style of our top-selling silhouette, The Uniform, that gets the nod and the
Scott Stevens Signature treatment. We’ve been making Scott’s headwear for over 12 years
now, and we’re proud to continue the tradition with this SE for the FW19 season!

The Uniform SE

NEW Natural

• Tall.
• Cuffed styling.
• Ragg wool yarn with stripes at top.
• Made in the USA.
• Material: Wool poly blend.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Heather Black

Charcoal

The Walden
Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Mid Length.
• Cuffed styling.
• Soft alpaca merino yarn
• All new stamped leather mountain patch.
• Made in the USA.
• Material: Alpaca merino blend.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Charcoal

The Winslow

NEW Heather Navy

• Mid Length.
• Recycled polyester yarn.
• Finely knit herringbone pattern.
• Can be worn cuffed and unrolled.
• Tree embroidery on cuff, unrolls to subtle
text embroidery.
• Material: Recycled polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Grey

The Eddie

NEW Olive

NEW Off White

Dark Red

Beanies

NEW Brown

Black

• Mid Length.
• Recycled cotton blend yarn.
• Chunky rib knit.
• Wear cuffed or unrolled.
• Material: Recycled cotton polyester blend.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Mustard

Black

Heather Grey

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
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Longtime Coal ambassador Austen Sweetin has
ascended the ranks of the elite snowboarding hierarchy
by carving an arc all his own. From spicy backcountry
lines to park features, he’s known for charging as fast
and hard as anyone out there, and with an infectious
positivity that’s impossible to ignore. Austen brings this
same enthusiasm to literally everything he touches.
From skating, film photography, and guitar, to dialing in
Vancouver Island’s complex surf setups, to off-grid
residential construction, this native Northwesterner and
all-around good citizen never fails to inspire.
So when we approached him about a new signature beanie for the FW19
Collection, we weren’t surprised at all when he jumped right into the design
process and challenged us to create a piece that met his standards for
function, style, and sustainability. “We humans inevitably generate a lot of
waste and have a carbon footprint; that’s just reality,” he said. “But by being
conscious of the things we create and consume, we can individually make
an impact.” So together we designed a fresh new cuffed silhouette using a
blend of virgin fiber and Polylana®, a game-changing new fiber that uses
76% less energy and 85% less water, and emits 76% less waste than
conventional acrylic manufacturing. “Every little bit counts, so I’m super
proud to be incorporating Polylana® into my new Shuksan beanie!”
This Signature Special Edition was named for one of the most iconic peaks
in the North Cascades, bordering one of the most iconic snowboard spots
in the world. Drive the length of the Mount Baker Scenic Highway for the
jaw-dropping grand finale view of Mount Shuksan, and you might consider
quitting your life and moving to the North Cascades. With a new home in
Glacier, Austen has decided to do just that. The Shuksan beanie is Coal’s
nod to Austen’s ever-evolving and always inspiring path!

The Shuksan
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NEW Dark Red

NEW

• Mid Length.
• Cuffed styling.
• Rib upper, with waffle rib cuff.
• Embroidered coastal mountain art.
• Material: Polylana®
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

The Tumalo Beanie

NEW

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

NEW Black

The Mesa

NEW Heather Olive

NEW Heather Grey

NEW Heather Mustard

NEW

NEW Black

• Mid Length.
• Cuffed styling.
• Woven mountain patch.
• Assortment of heathered colors and solid black.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Heather Red

NEW Heather Grey

• Mid Length.
• Stretch knit merino wool.
• Moisture wicking.
• Custom patch at side.
• Wear cuffed or unrolled.
• Material: Fine Merino wool.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

The Carson

NEW Red

NEW Red

The Peak Beanie

Beanies

NEW Heather Slate

• Mid Length.
• Cuffed styling.
• Waffle body with rib cuff.
• Rich woven patch with embroidered details.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Charcoal

• Mid Length.
• Cuffed styling.
• Moisture wicking poly cotton yarn.
• Reflective patch.
• Material: Moisture wicking poly cotton blend.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

NEW Charcoal

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
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The Crave
Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Mid Length.
• Cuffed styling.
• Detailed embroideries of your
favorite snacks and bevvies.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold individually by color.

Navy (Pizza)

The Standard

NEW Navy Tie Dye

Black Marl

NEW Charcoal (Beer)

• Mid Length.
• Cuffed styling.
• Range of solids, heathers, marls and
tie dyes to complement any kit.
• Crisp Coal patch at side.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Grey Tie Dye

Red Marl

Wine (Vino)

Black

NEW Heather Navy

Beanies

NEW Black (Taco)

Heather Olive

NEW White

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
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The Davey
Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

NEW Heather Grey

The Stanley

NEW Blue

Dark Heather Red

The Buoy

NEW Navy

NEW Wool White

Black

NEW

• Low Profile.
• Jersey knit upper with full
fashioned darts.
• Double layer tall rib cuff.
• Custom metal badge at side.
• Material: Lambswool blend.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

NEW Navy

NEW Mushroom

• Mid Length.
• Rib knit.
• Wear cuffed or unrolled.
• Made in the USA.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Off White

Heather Olive

NEW Yellow

Charcoal

Beanies

NEW Dark Red

• Mid Length.
• Can be worn cuffed and unrolled.
• Soft rib knit with contrasting colors.
• Woven Coal label at side.
• Made in the USA.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Heather Navy
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• Low Profile.
• Rib knit body in traditional and pop color marls.
• Stamped suede tree patch on cuff.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Royal Blue

Burgundy

Light Brown

Black

The Earl Beanie

NEW Mustard

NEW

NEW Black

The Harbor

Heather Mustard

NEW Heather Grey

NEW Heather Burgundy

• Low Profile.
• Fine rib knit.
• Leather patch on each side of cuff.
• Wear cuffed or unrolled.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Heather Grey

Heather Forest
Green

Charcoal

• Low Profile.
• Super soft brushed rib knit.
• Mini embroidered gas station style art.
• Material: Finely-distressed acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Beanies

The Scout

Heather Navy

Heather Burgundy

NEW White

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
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The Frena
Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Low Profile / Slouchy fit.
• Chunky stretch rib construction.
• Signature coal woven label at side.
• Wear cuffed or unrolled.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Charcoal Stripe

Black Stripe

Black Marl

Heather Forest Green

Black

Heather Burgundy

Beanies

NEW Red Stripe

Magenta Stripe

Heather Slate Stripe

Forest Green Stripe

NEW Mint

Melon

Heather Purple

Heather Grey

Heather Navy

Mustard

NEW Red

Charcoal

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
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• Low Profile / Slouchy fit.
• Jersey knit.
• Wear cuffed or unrolled.
• Material: Polylana®.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Burnt Orange

NEW Olive

NEW Burgundy

The Yukon

• Low Profile.
• Cable rib pattern.
• Stamped suede patch.
• Soft and warm wool.
• Fleece band at inside.
• Material: Wool with fleece band.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

NEW Navy

NEW
Heather Grey

The Yukon Brim
NEW Light Brown

NEW Navy

NEW Charcoal

NEW Black

• Low Profile.
• Cable rib pattern.
• Stamped suede patch.
• Curved brim at front.
• Soft and warm wool.
• Fleece band at inside.
• Material: Wool with fleece band.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Heather Grey

NEW Heather Forest Green

NEW
Heather Forest Green

NEW Navy

NEW Black

Beanies

The FLT

NEW Heather Grey
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NEW Charcoal

NEW Heather Olive

The Rogers Brim

NEW Burgundy

The Diablo

NEW Black

NEW

The Arlo

NEW Black

NEW Kelly Green

NEW Burgundy

• Low Profile.
• Finely knit jersey body.
• 2x2 rib cuff.
• Expertly stamped suede label.
• Curved brim at front.
• Fleece band at inside.
• Material: Fine acrylic with fleece band.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

NEW

NEW White

• Low Profile.
• Finely knit jersey body.
• 2x2 rib cuff.
• Expertly stamped suede label.
• Fleece band at inside.
• Material: Fine acrylic with fleece band.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Charcoal

NEW Heather Olive

• Tall.
• Designed to sit tall and proud.
• Knit in moto inspired art.
• Keep your inner daredevil warm.
• Multicolor pom-pom at top.
• Square dart top construction.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Red

• Tall.
• Sits tall and bold on your noggin.
• Impactful knit in stripe.
• Classic primary color options.
• Pom-pom at top.
• Square dart top construction.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Royal Blue

The Downhill

Black

• Tall.
• Fine jersey knit body.
• Intricate 8-bit inspired knit patterns.
• Lightweight yet very warm.
• Soft fleece lining for additional warmth.
• Pom-pom at top.
• Material: Fine acrylic with fleece lining.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Dark Green

NEW Charcoal

The Winters

NEW White

Charcoal

Black

Beanies

The Rogers

White

• Tall.
• Traditional Nordic knit in pattern.
• Woven clip label at side.
• Wear cuffed or unrolled.
• Contrast color pom at top.
• Made in the USA.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Midnight

Light
Brown
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The Vice

NEW
Red (Beer)

NEW Black (Booze)

Beanies

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Mid Length.
• Fine rib knit body.
• Your choice of 6 refreshing or delicious patches.
• Pom-pom at top.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Pink (Rosé)

Heather Brown
(Coffee)

Heather Grey
(Beer)

Black (Pizza)
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Women’s Beanies
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The Maude

NEW

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Beret style.
• Wool felt body.
• Rich color options.
• Fuzzy faux fur pom at top.
• Custom metal badge at side.
• Material: Wool blend.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Aubergine

NEW

NEW Crème

• Beret style.
• Chunky, silky yarn.
• Interwoven lattice pattern.
• Metal badge at side.
• Material: Silky acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

• Mid Length.
• Plush acrylic yarn.
• Dense waffle knit texture.
• Super fluffy pom at top.
• Stamped suede patch at side.
• Material: Plush acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Dusty Navy

The Opal

Heather Grey

NEW

Fuschia

Black

• Tall / Slouchy fit.
• Silky, custom space-dye yarn.
• Chunky rib knit.
• Downy pom-pom at top.
• Woven script label at side.
• Material: Silky acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.
Women’s Beanies

The Bobbie

NEW Gold

The Kate

NEW Red

The Myrtle

NEW Gold

NEW Black

NEW

NEW Aubergine

NEW White

NEW Navy

NEW Mint

NEW Black

• Tall.
• Textured upper with full fashioned darts.
• Tall ridge stitch cuff for added dimension.
• Fluffy pom at top.
• Custom metal badge at side.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Navy

NEW Crème
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The Rosa
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• Tall / Slouchy fit.
• Large, silky and soft yarn.
• Beautiful jewel tone colors.
• Hand knit.
• Lux cable knit pattern.
• Soft pom-pom at top.
• Woven script label at side.
• Material: Silky acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Berry

The Waffle (W)

NEW Light Grey

NEW Dusty Navy

• Mid Length / Slouchy fit.
• Silky and soft yarn.
• Hand crochet body.
• Fluffy pom at top.
• Fleece band at inside for additional warmth.
• Woven script label at side.
• Material: Silky acrylic with fleece band.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Peppermint

The Dina

NEW White

Charcoal

Black

Women’s Beanies

NEW Evergreen

NEW Red

• Mid Length.
• Fine jersey knit body.
• Multicolor pom-pom at top.
• Delightful dinosaur knit in pattern.
• Woven script label at side.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold individually by color.

NEW Charcoal

Black

Blue
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Boarding for Breast Cancer is a nonprofit foundation that advocates early detection and a
healthy, active, and sustainable lifestyle as the best means for breast cancer prevention.
Founded in 1996, B4BC has been educating young and old people alike, supporting
women in managing breast cancer, and so much more for over 20 years. The incredible
crew at B4BC are on a mission to save lives and create hope, and believe that driving
awareness—especially among young adults—is the key to not only catching breast cancer
early, but empowering young people to take an active role in their health and wellness. We are
honored to support them in their mission by teaming up on a custom co-branded beanie, from
which a portion of proceeds will be donated directly to B4BC; their education, outreach, and
young survivor wellness retreats. One more way that, through meaningful partnerships, Coal is
committed to giving back to the community that has supported us since the beginning!
b4bc.org

The B4BC SE

NEW Cornflower Blue

• Mid Length / Slouchy fit.
• Soft, specialty boucle yarn.
• Collaboration label with Coal on one side,
B4BC on the other.
• Can be worn cuffed or unrolled.
• Material: Super soft acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Crème

Dark Teal

Black

The Edith
Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Mid Length.
• Chunky rib knit.
• Rainbow speckled yarn.
• Woven script label at side.
• Made in the USA.
• Material: Acrylic cotton blend.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Emerald

Navy

The Rosita

Black

Plum

The Mel

NEW Mint

NEW Light Blue

NEW Light Heather Grey

NEW Aubergine

NEW Melon

NEW Black

NEW Mauve

White

NEW

Pink

Women’s Beanies

• Mid Length.
• Softly brushed rib knit.
• Feminine x tomboy styling.
• Embroidered Coal rose graphic.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Sea Blue

The Morgan

• Mid Length.
• Fine rib knit.
• Script style Coal patch at side.
• Material: Polylana®
• Sold in three pack by color.

Black

• Mid Length.
• Tomboy classic style.
• Super soft, brushed, rib knit.
• Embroidered Coal logo.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Lilac

NEW Slate Blue
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The Julietta

NEW Ruby Red

Crème

Mint

Sea Blue

Black

Charcoal

Women’s Beanies

Fall & Winter 2019 Collections

• Slouchy.
• Ultra-fine jersey knit.
• Rainbow of color choices.
• Super soft yarn.
• Soft suede patch at side.
• Material: Cashmere-like acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

Cyan

NEW Lilac
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For FW19, we are investing in more sustainable production by incorporating
a revolutionary new fiber technology into some of our products. Polylana® is a
patent-pending staple fiber made from a mixture of virgin and recycled materials, creating an innovative fiber with characteristics stunningly similar to acrylic
and wool. This low-impact alternative offers a yarn replacement that consumes
less energy and water to produce, and creates less waste, CO2, and microfiber
release in production and throughout its life. Reduced environmental impacts,
reduced pressure on virgin resources, reduced plastic pollution in our environment, and enhanced performance capabilities, come together and create this
opportunity for a cleaner Coal product. We’re excited to introduce Polylana® to
our FW19 collection!
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NEW

NEW Black

NEW Olive

The Mesa HB

NEW

REFLECTIVE YARN

• Traditional headband silhouette.
• Textured knit stitch.
• Stretch knit, moisture wicking, merino wool.
• Lined in warm fleece.
• Custom label at side.
• Material: Fine Merino wool with fleece lining.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Charcoal

NEW Black

The Winslow HB

• Classic headband fit.
• Twisted with reflective yarn.
• Lights up when exposed to light in the dark.
• Looks like a classic marl under normal light.
• Reflective patch.
• Material: Fine acrylic with reflective twist.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW

NEW Heather Olive

The Peters HB

NEW Black

The Myrtle HB

NEW Crème

• Traditional headband silhouette.
• Silky acrylic yarn twisted with
contrast colors.
• Hand crocheted.
• Stamped suede label at side.
• Material: Silky acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Dark Red

NEW

Olive

Charcoal

• Tall, classic headband fit.
• Textured ridge stitch cuff gives
charming dimension.
• Lined with fleece for warmth.
• Custom metal badge at side.
• Material: Fine acrylic with fleece lining.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Navy

NEW Gold

• Classic headband fit.
• Recycled polyester yarn.
• Finely knit herringbone pattern.
• Lined with fleece for warmth.
• Detail stitched tree embroidery at side.
• Material: Recycled polyester
with fleece lining.
• Sold in three pack by color.
Accessories
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The Burlington HB

NEW Dark Red

NEW Heather Grey

NEW Heather Navy

NEW Black
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Black

Camo

The Bobbie Mitten

NEW Aubergine

• Fingerless glove converts to mitten.
• Thinsulate lined for warmth.
• Suede-like palm for additional grip.
• Gradient mountain patch and a
classic woven clip label.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW

NEW Black

• Traditional mitten silhouette.
• Chunky, silky yarn.
• Interwoven lattice pattern.
• Suede-like palm for additional grip.
• Metal trim label at side.
• Material: Silky Acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Red

Accessories
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GLOVES & MITTENS

The Wherever Glove
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Technical Collection

coalheadwear.com

HOODS

NEW

• Cozy Sherpa fleece.
• Front panel covers the face.
• Gradient mountain patch at side.
• Adjustable and helmet compatible.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Brown

NEW Black

The Warm Up
• Plush polyester sweatshirt like fleece.
• Gaiter like panel protects the face.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Adjustable and helmet compatible.
• Material: Stretch Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

The Squatch Hood

NEW

The Stanwood Hood

NEW

• Water-resistant upper panels.
• Soft and warm double side fleece body.
• Beware of the sasquatch, be the sasquatch.
• Breathable and warm grid fleece
internal bandana.
• Grid fleece provides additional face protection.
• Adjustable and helmet compatible.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Charcoal

NEW Olive

• Soft and warm double side fleece body.
• Stamped leather toggles and label.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Adjustable and helmet compatible.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Coral

NEW Grey

NEW Black
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The Ridge Hood

BALACLAVAS

NEW

• Water-resistant cap with moisture wicking sweatband.
• Anti-gap flap under flexible EVA brim.
• Topographic print on both pieces.
• Orienteering inspired art.
• Classic fitting balaclava fit with ventilation at front.
• Moisture wicking stretch polyester balaclava.
• Helmet compatible.
• Material: Polyester blends.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

NEW

The Storm Shadow Clava
• Super lightweight, moisture wicking fabric.
• Antimicrobial fabric.
• Articulated front for over face, or comfortable
wear under chin.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Custom Coal Navigator laser perforations for ventilation.
• Helmet compatible.
• Material: Stretch Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black Print

NEW Flower Pop

NEW Stripe

NEW Black

NEW Misty Trees

NEW Foliage
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The White Room
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The Deuce Clava

The Timber Clava

NEW

• Moisture wicking stretch polyester upper.
• Soft and warm double side fleece lower panel.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Helmet compatible.
• Material: Stretch polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Navy

NEW Grey

NEW Black

NEW

• Super lightweight, moisture
wicking fabric.
• Antimicrobial fabric.
• Custom prints and solid black.
• Contoured paneling for excellent fit.
• Custom Coal Navigator laser perforations
for ventilation.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Helmet compatible.
• Material: Stretch polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Stripe

NEW Black

NEW Misty Trees

NEW Foliage

The Mesa Clava
• Stretch knit merino wool.
• Contoured paneling for excellent fit.
• Moisture wicking.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Helmet compatible.
• Material: Fine Merino wool.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Flower Pop

NEW Black Print

The Knit Clava

• Soft rib knit balaclava.
• Flat knit inside is comfortable against skin.
• Stretch eye opening.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Helmet compatible.
• Material: Fine acrylic.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Heather Mustard

NEW Black Marl

NEW White

NEW Black
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NEW Black

GAITERS

NEW

• Traditional fitting neck gaiter.
• Warm double-sided fleece.
• Sassy 80s lady patch.
• Converts into a beanie or a goggle bag.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Purple

NEW Grey

NEW Black

The Ridge Gaiter

NEW

• Super soft Sherpa fleece.
• Warm outer material, moisture wicking liner.
• Large tonal embroidery across front.
• Adjustable.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Off White

NEW Black

NEW Navy

The Mesa Gaiter

NEW

• Traditional gaiter fit
• Lightweight knit construction.
• Moisture wicking merino wool.
• Custom label at hem.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Material: Fine Merino wool.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Black

NEW Heather Olive

NEW Charcoal
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The Laser Gaiter
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The Timber Gaiter

The M.T.F. Gaiter

NEW

• Super lightweight, moisture wicking fabric.
• Antimicrobial fabric.
• Custom Coal Navigator laser perforations
for ventilation.
• Articulated upper hem for better face coverage.
• Dropped hem at front tucks well into coat.
• Custom prints and solid black.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Material: Stretch polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Misty Trees

• Classic fitting gaiter.
• Soft and warm micro fleece.
• Mountain patch and heat stamped logo.
• Rainbow of color options.
• Layer-able with other items.
• Material: Polyester.
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Foliage
NEW Dark Green

NEW Stripe

NEW Black Print

NEW Flower Pop

NEW Light Grey

NEW Black

The FLT NW

NEW Mint

NEW Pink

NEW Wine

NEW Navy

NEW Purple

NEW Black

• Classic fitting gaiter.
• Soft jersey knit.
• Rich earth tone colors
• Layer-able with other items.
• Material: Polylana®
• Sold in three pack by color.

NEW Charcoal

NEW Olive

NEW Burgundy

NEW Black

NEW Olive

NEW Burnt Orange
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NEW Navy

NEW Charcoal

Double-sided freestanding rack with metal frame, custom
grid wall inserts with interior panel, mirror header and
self-leveling feet.

Our double sided rack has an infinite number of display options. Utilize both
sides or as a single-sided fixture against a wall. Combine with our display
accessories for unlimited possibilities.

Can accommodate our original POP rack, slat wall
hanger, wire shelf or a combination for multiple
merchandising options.
Leg assembly can easily convert rack into a single-sided
unit making merchandising in small spaces or against
a wall possible.
65" H x 28" W x 26" D / 165.1cm H x 75.1cm W x 66cm D

ORIGINAL POP RACK
Holds up to 20 beanies and can be used on slat wall,
mounted to any flat surface or in conjunction with
our freestanding rack.
23.75" w / 60.3cm

SLAT WALL HANGER
11" long hanger with branded bamboo end
that can be used on slat wall or on our
freestanding display.

WIRE SHELF

FALL / WINTER 2019 PREPACK

Wire shelf with branded bamboo badge can be
used on slatwall, mounted to any flat surface or in
conjunction with our freestanding rack.

Style		

22" W x 14" D / 55.8cm W x 35.5cm D

SINGLE HAT DISPLAY

INFLATABLE HAT DISPLAY

Displays woven hats, caps and knits.

Displays woven hats, caps and knits.

5.5" x 5.5" base / 14cm x 14cm

7" x 6" base / 18cm x 15.25cm

Color

QTY

The Wilderness		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Wilds 		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Shoal		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Hauler Low		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The North 		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Uniform		
3-Pack Assorted
15
The Standard		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Scout		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Harbor		
3-Pack Assorted
12
The Frena		
3-Pack Assorted
12
The FLT		
3-Pack Assorted
12
The Yukon		
3-Pack Assorted
9
The Vice		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Kate		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Dina		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Rosita		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The Julietta		
3-Pack Assorted
9
The Timber Clava		
3-Pack Assorted
6
The M.T.F. Gaiter		
3-Pack Assorted
6
		
		
Total.......................147 pcs
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DOUBLE-SIDED FREESTANDING RACK MERCHANDISING EXAMPLES

DOUBLE-SIDED FREESTANDING RACK

MERINO WOOL

MOISTURE WICKING YARN

POLYESTER GRID FLEECE

ANTIBACTERIAL FABRICS

Merino wool aides in normalizing body temperature by supplying warmth without being too hot and by wicking away
moisture. Like other natural fibers, Merino is water absorbent, however even when wet it holds onto heat, therefore
you won’t get cold after getting soaked from rain or sweat.
Merino contains Lanolin, which has antibacterial properties.
With its naturally insulating, moisture wicking and antibacterial assets Merino wool is an exceptional choice for performance fabric.

This yarn is engineered to increase your comfort during
physical activity. The polyester/cotton blend works to wick
moisture so that you stay drier and more comfortable. This
will help to keep your head cool, on hot and sweaty days, or
to keep you comfy on rainy and wet ones.

Our polyester grid fleece is used in the face panel of The
Squatch Hood. This specially made material features
a plush inside fleece pile. The grid pattern around the
fleece is a lightweight jersey knit which allows for better air
circulation and breathability while the fleece component
keeps the face warm and protected.

An antibacterial property is built into the stretch polyester
fabric used for the Timber styles and exists naturally in
Merino wool. These fabrics are resistant to the proliferation
of mold and bacteria which not only lead to offensive odor,
but can also prematurely degrade the materials.

ALPACA/MERINO WOOL
Alpaca has many similarities to sheep’s wool, but is signifigantly warmer. Alpaca is also silkier and contains no lanolin
which makes it a hypoallergenic fiber. It is prized for creating
ultra soft and luxurious yarns. By combining Alpaca and
Merino together we are combining the best properties of both
fibers, creating a wonderfully soft yarn.

LAMBSWOOL
Lambswool fibers are shorter than other wool, which makes
the fibers softer. This creates a yarn that is plush and more
silky in-hand, making it a great material for beanies.

RECYCLED COTTON
Our recycled cotton yarn comes from a mill that specializes in
repurposing waste from the apparel manufacturing process.
The yarn is spun from re-milled fabric scraps and clippings.
The base color of the original material is retained therefore
less dyes and chemicals are used in the process. The yarn
has a subtle heathered effect due to the mix of different
scraps.

RECYCLED PET YARN
PET (polyethylene terephthalate) is a plastic resin and also a
form of polyester. Our recycled yarn comes from a certified
mill that repurposes post-consumer waste in to usable materials. By reusing the material instead of virgin resins there
is a reduction in energy consumption and reduced environmental impact.

FINE ACRYLIC
Fine acrylic yarn is both durable and soft. Acrylic is a great
alternative to wool; it is non-itchy but like wool it is very warm
and can be used in variety of different styles.

SILKY ACRYLIC
Silky acrylic differs from regular acrylic, in that during the yarn
spinning process it goes through additional steps to impart
the yarn with amazing softness, a silky texture, and a bit of
sheen.

USA MADE PRODUCTS
We are proud to make select pieces with US based
suppliers. Our vendors have shared their time-honored techniques and expertise, providing us the opportunity
to make top quality products in the United
States of America.

STRETCH POLYESTER
We have a diversity of stretch polyester fabrics throughout
the Technical Accessories Collection. This fabric has been
strategically placed in styles to optimize the fit and function. The top panels of The Deuce utilize our classic moisture wicking stretch polyester, it is flexible and lightweight,
allowing it to fit well under a helmet or beanie. For The
Storm Shadow Clava, Timber Clava, and Timber Gaiter we
have sourced a special stretch polyester fabric, it is moisture wicking like seasons past but it also has an extra soft
underside for increased comfort. The stretch polyester
used in The Warm Up has a lofty, fleece like inside that is
super soft to keep you extra cozy and warm.

MOISTURE WICKING FABRICS
The technical collection has many styles utilizing moisture
wicking technology. The wicking properties of each fabric
helps absorb or draw off liquid by capillary action; once
absorption occurs the moisture is spread out across the
fabric so that the material dries faster. This will help keep
your moisture levels regulated on both hot and sweaty
days or super wet ones.

MOISTURE WICKING MESH
For additional performance there is an added moisture
wicking mesh lining at the inside front panel of The Storm
Shadow Clava. The open structure of the mesh allows for
better breathability and air circulation, and the moisture
wicking feature ensures water and sweat control.

POLYESTER FLEECE
Warm and insulating polyester fleece is used in a variety of our
technical accessories to keep you bundled during the cold
winter days. Fleece offers many of the same insulating properties of wool without the weight or skin sensitivity associated
with wool products. Our fleece styles are built to be ultra
warm and to also work layered with other styles.

WATERPROOF POLYESTER
The Squatch Hood and White Room cap both utilize our
waterproof polyester material. The Squatch Hood uses the
fabric on the upper and back panels. This material is placed
there to repel rain and snow from the head, while still having
all the comfort of the fleece hood on the inside.

POLYLANA®
Polylana® is a sustainable yarn blended from virgin and
recycled materials to create an innovative fiber with the same
characteristics as wool and acrylic.
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FIT & STYLE GUIDE

LOW PROFILE

MEASURING YOUR HEAD:

While fitting your head is not an exact science, use this guide and size table below to determine which size/
style is right for you. Using a flexible tape measure, start at your forehead above your eyebrows, bring the tape
measure around the back until it comes together at your forehead again. If you don’t have a flexible tape
measure, a string and ruler can be used instead. Once you have your measurements, refer to the
chart below for sizing.

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

Inches

Inches

Inches

21 1/2" – 21 7/8"

22 1/4" – 22 7/8"

Hat Size

Hat Size

23" – 23 5/8"
Hat Size

6 7/8 – 7

7 1/8 – 7 1/4

7 3/8 – 7 1/2

Metric

Metric

Metric

55cm – 56cm

57cm – 58.5cm

59cm – 60.5cm

CAP FIT DEFINITIONS:

Low Profile

Mid Crown

Roomy

Our shallowest cap profile, this fit is great for people who wear small to
medium size hats. It’s also a prime choice for those who prefer a cap that
sits above the ears. The adjustable styles start at 58cm, and can be sized
smaller and larger.

Our shortest fitting beanie profile, this fit is great for people who wear small to medium sizes. Ideal
for those who prefer a beanie that is the perfect length to just covers the ears, closely hugging the
top of the head.

MID LENGTH
Our mid length fit is the happy medium between low profile and our tall Uniform beanies.
These beanies have a little extra room at the top for extra style points and coziness.

TALL
The tallest of ‘em all, these beanies have the most extra length past the cranium when worn.
Squish it down or wear it high and proud.

SLOUCHY
Easy fitting and slightly roomy, our slouchy beanies have a relaxed fit and a gentle
drape at the top.

CAP STYLE DEFINITIONS:
TRUCKER
The hallmark of a trucker cap is mesh sides and back panels. Truckers come in all shapes
and profiles, but the thing that they all have in common is wonderfully breathable mesh.

5 PANEL
Coal’s mid crown is all about being right in the middle, not too deep, not too
shallow. This fit allows for a little more space between your noggin and the top of
the hat if you want to sit it up off your head, or it sits nicely at the ear if you pull it
down snug. The starting size is 58.5cm, and can be sized smaller and larger.

Our most accommodating silhouette, this is fit is ideal for those with large and
extra-large hat sizes. It is also an excellent choice for people who enjoy a bigger
looking crown shape. The starting size is 59.5cm, and can be sized
smaller and larger.

As the name suggest these caps are constructed out of 5 pieces of fabric. Formed from two
curved side pieces, two upper panels and one arched front, the signatures of a 5 panel cap are to
have a low profile when worn and a rounded crown that hugs the shape of the head.

DAD HAT
Dad hats are for everybody! Made of 6-pizza slice shaped wedges of fabric, these caps feature a
rounded silhouette, and are unstructured for easy, comfortable wearing.

VINTAGE
Our vintage fit has a slightly square shape. These styles are offered as unstructured caps or with
mesh inserts at the front. Maybe as a kid you thought the mesh was make shift sunglasses, or a
clever way to keep bugs out of your eyes. We employ the mesh as an old-school front panel backing, giving soft shape, with out the rigid feel of other backing materials.

ATHLETIC
Our athletic fit has a tall front crown, with a slightly rounded yet squared off front profile.
The front panel is backed in sturdy material, which gives the cap its crisp shape.

SPECIALTY
Our truly unique pieces come with the specialty designation. Unlike more standardized
style options, these are built using one-of-a-kind patterns to create styles that you won’t
find anywhere else.
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KNIT FIT DEFINITIONS:

APPRECIATION
Thanks to everyone who helps make Coal
possible.
A special thanks to the Coal tribe
members that joined us on this
British Columbian adventure.

THANK YOU.
Fall & Winter 2019 Collections
coalheadwear.com

Jess Mudgett: @jess.mudgett
Jen Yih: @jenniferyih
Joey Carnera: @joeysmartphone
Marielle Proulx: @marielleklp
Austen Sweetin: @austensweetin
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Product & Lifestyle Photography:
Mark Welsh / Subjekt Objekt
subjektobjekt.com
Lifestyle Photography Pg. 74 to 82:

Andy Lloyd
Lifestyle Cinematography:
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TRADEMARKS
Coal is a registered trademark of
Coal Headwear LLC.

™

OFFICES
4917 14th Ave. NW
Seattle, WA 98107 USA
Ph. 206 632 1601
Fx. 206 932 0543
coalheadwear.com
@coalheadwear
info@coalheadwear.com
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